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The presence of massive dust grains modifies the flow structures of plasma species in presheath and

sheath regions as well as the nature of boundary conditions at the sheath edge. The work presents

a one-dimensional approach to study the plasma sheath profiles in the presheath and sheath regions

of a colloidal plasma. Electrons are assumed to be Boltzmannian and ions and dusts are assumed to

be adiabatic fluid with finite temperature in the absence of a source. The set of equations is solved

numerically for the presheath and the sheath regions to explore the possible physical solutions.

Solutions for presheath and sheath regions in continuity are obtained. Combined effects of

electrostatic, neutral drag, and external gravity forces are included to analyze the solutions for three

distinct cases for both interacting and noninteracting dust. The likely existence of levitational

equilibrium is explored. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1645521#

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent increase in interest in low tem-

perature plasma with dust, commonly referred to as ‘‘colloi-

dal plasmas’’1 or the ‘‘dusty plasmas.’’2 Colloidal plasmas

are frequently observed in many practical situations of inter-

est ranging from astrophysical to laboratory plasmas. The

theory of plasma near the boundary wall region containing

several species of ions is of importance for various branches

of plasma physics and plasma technology ranging from gas

discharge lamps, gas lasers, plasma–surface interactions,3–6

controlled nuclear fusion,7,8 and astrophysics.9,10 It is thus of

practical interest to investigate the interaction between a col-

loidal plasma and a solid boundary.

The study of dust levitating in terrestrial sheaths, espe-

cially in so-called plasma crystals, has been underway since

1994, when Chu et al.11 and Thomas et al.12 experimentally

produced such crystals. Dust particles have been observed at

the plasma-sheath boundary in etching,13,14 deposition,15 and

sputter plasmas.16 These microparticles result from sputter-

ing of the electrode and wall surfaces, gas phase nucleation

and polymerization. This results in contamination in plasma

processing of integrated circuits. Plasma dust has been iden-

tified as a serious barrier to maximizing product yields. The

dust particles can be observed directly using laser scattering

techniques.15 The experimental observation of the micropar-

ticles or the dust grains has shown that these particles are

trapped close to the plasma-sheath boundary13 near the elec-

trodes or at the other near-wall regions.3,4 Due to their elec-

trical nature the dust grains tend to congregate into particle

traps also referred to as electrostatic traps.17 The dust grains

in the traps are negatively charged and thus their suspension

locations are mainly determined by the electrical field expe-

rienced by the dust grains near the boundary surface. Besides

the electrostatic force, many other forces like gravitational

and drag forces, also affect the particle suspension and

motion.

The study of plasma sheath in colloidal plasmas under

various forces has been done since the early 1990s.18,19 The

electrostatic sheath of dusty plasmas has been studied for

dynamic and stationary dust grains under both the constant

and variable charge models.20–22 Existing theoretical studies

of the dusty plasma sheath have been based on investigations

of dynamics of dust grains and its impact on the sheath elec-

tric field and the dynamics of plasma species under different

model systems.

The dust particles can significantly influence sheath

properties due to their continuous interaction with back-

ground electrons and ions, which can cause an essential

change of both electron and ion distribution as well as the

ion flux entering the sheath. As a result, spatial distributions

of plasma parameters in sheaths can be significantly changed

including the potential profile, which determine the proper-

ties of dust oscillations and waves in sheaths.

The aim of this work is to study the characteristics of the

plasma sheath in colloidal plasmas under the effect of elec-

trostatic, gravitational, and drag forces. The influence of dust

grains on all the parameters of the sheath, in particular, the

electric field distributions and the flow velocities of plasma

particles under the combined effect of electrostatic, gravia-

tional, and drag forces is studied. Previously, various models

of dust in the low temperature plasma discharge sheath re-

gion were numerically considered.20–22 But the investiga-

tions were confined to the solution of the Poisson’s equation

in the sheath region only. In this paper we demonstrate a new

approach to study the dynamics of the gravitationally sensi-

tive colloidal plasmas in both the presheath and the sheath

regions. Solutions for both interacting and noninteracting

dust grains are studied.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II

the model system of the plasma and the governing equations

are discussed. Section III describes in detail the charging of

dust grains. Section IV discusses the mathematical formula-
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tion of the presheath and the sheath regions. The solution

procedure is discussed in Sec. V. Section VI describes in

detail the results and conclusions are given in Sec. VII.

II. MODEL PLASMA SYSTEM

The model plasma under consideration is shown in Fig.

1. The plasma sheath and presheath are assumed to be con-

fined to 0,z,L . The bulk collisional plasma present in z

,0 is assumed to be large enough in extent that the dust

particles have reached their terminal velocities before enter-

ing the presheath. The source of dust particles is assumed to

be some point in z,0. The presheath is assumed to be free

of dust sources.

The following assumptions have been used to obtain the

model equations derived in this section.

A steady state one-dimensional plasma model is consid-

ered. No source is present. No magnetic fields are present.

Dust grains are assumed to have same mass (m I) and size ~a!
and are spherically symmetric. The charge on the dust grains

is determined self-consistently by the plasma currents col-

lected at the grain.

The model plasma under consideration is a weakly ion-

ized plasma. Thus, the collision between the charged par-

ticles and the neutrals are abundant. These short-range en-

counters of ~ionized! plasma particles with the neutral

background, ion-neutral collision n in and dust neutral colli-

sion n In , dominates and determine the transport properties of

the plasma like diffusion, conductivity, etc. In this analysis,

collisions of plasma particles with neutral particles is mod-

elled as a drag, with ion and neutral temperatures being equal

due to frequent collisions. The neutrals absorb all the energy

received due to impact of ions and dust. However, they are

assumed to be so numerous that their temperature and flow

velocity remain constant.

A simple plane sheath model under the combined effect

of gravitational force, electrostatic force, and collisional drag

force is considered. The gravitational force acts along the

direction of the wall and the electrostatic force acts in oppo-

site direction. The walls are assumed to be ideal, i.e., there is

no secondary emission from the wall. It is also assumed that

the source of dust and ions is in the ‘‘bulk.’’ Ions are neither

created nor neutralized in the presheath.

Governing equations: The basic set of equations are as

follows.

Electrons are assumed to be Boltzmannian, i.e., intertia-

less, with the electron pressure balancing the electrostatic

forces. The electrons are assumed to be isothermal. There is

no momentum loss of electrons to neutrals,

~2e !
df

dz
52

Te

ne

dne

dz
, ~1!

where ne and Te represents the density and temperature of

the electrons.

The ions are treated as an adiabatic fluid and the dynam-

ics of the ion are described by the continuity and the momen-

tum equations. The steady state continuity equation simply

conserves ions due to the absence of an ion source,

n iv i5n i0v i0 . ~2!

The momentum equation is the standard presheath equa-

tion for ions, with a friction term added. However, it should

be noted that neÞn i in such a system. The ions are assumed

to be adiabatic inside the presheath, i.e., g i53,

m iv i

dv i

dz
52e

df

dz
2

g iT i

n i

dn i

dz
2m in inv i , ~3!

where m i , n i , and v i represents the mass, density, and flow

velocity of ions, respectively. n in is the ion-neutral collision

frequency and T i is the ion temperature. The assumption of

adiabatic ions is not consistent with ion-neutral drag. A more

correct energy equation could be derived that takes ion-

neutral collisions into account. However, in this analysis, we

have made the simplifying assumption that in the region

where T iÞT0 matters ~the end of the presheath and the

sheath!, the variation of T i occurs on scale lengths that are

much shorter than lmfp .

The dust particles also satisfy the continuity and momen-

tum equations. The dust continuity equation is given by con-

servation of dust particles in the absence of a local source of

dust,

n Iv I5n I0v I0 . ~4!

The dust momentum equation is like the ion momentum

equation, Eq. ~3!, with a gravitational term added. The adia-

batic equation of state has again been used to close the mo-

ments with g I53. The reason for this is that while the dust is

very collisional with itself ~i.e., it evolves quasistatically!, it

is not able to exchange energy efficiently with the neutrals.

The momentum equation does not include the term repre-

senting frictional drag between the dust and the ions. This

term is assumed to be negligible in a weakly ionized plasma,

but could be taken into account without difficulty,

m Iv I

dv I

dz
52Z Ie

df

dz
2

g IT I

n I

dn I

dz
1m IgE2m In Inv I . ~5!

FIG. 1. Model system under consideration. z50 defines the beginning of

the presheath and z5L is the position of the wall.
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Here, n I , v I , m I , T I defines the density, flow velocity, mass,

and temperature of the dust grains. n In is the dust-neutral

collision frequency and gE is the external gravity. Subscript

‘‘I’’ denotes the ‘‘impurity ions’’ in general.

These equations are closed by the Poisson’s equation,

d2f

dz2
54pe@ne2n i2Z In I# . ~6!

The consideration of adiabatic and collisional dynamics

of ions and dust grains is different from the earlier analysis

by some of the authors,20,22 where the ions are considered as

cold fluid and the electrostatic and gravitational forces domi-

nate the dynamics of the dust grains.

III. CHARGE ON DUST GRAINS

In this analysis, dust grains are considered to be isolated,

i.e., a!lD!d , where d is the intergrain distance. This

means that particle–particle interactions which reduce the

charge on the particle can be ignored. The charge on the dust

grain is calculated by estimating the potential difference be-

tween the dust particle and the plasma using the orbit-motion

limited ~OML! probe theory developed by Mott-Smith and

Langmuir.23 The electrons are assumed to be in thermal equi-

librium and the thermal electron current to the dust particle is

given by

Ie524pa2eneS kBTe

2pme
D

1/2

expS ef I

kBTe
D , ~7!

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, f I is the dust surface

potential, me is the electronic mass, e is the electronic

charge.

Ion current velocities in the bulk plasma are typically

less than the ion thermal velocity. The ion current reaching

the dust particle surface is then given by

I i54pa2en iS kBT i

2pm i
D

1/2

S 12

ef I

kBT i
D ~8!

for a random thermal ion current with a Maxwellian velocity

distribution in the orbit motion limit.

In a more general case, like in the case of colloidal

plasma, the situation may arise in which the ions have some

finite streaming velocity. Such a situation is typical for a dust

particle in the proximity of a boundary wall. In such a case

the ion current collected at the dust surface is due to the

monoenergetic ions directed towards the wall with finite ve-

locity much larger than the ion thermal speed. Then ion cur-

rent to the dust grains can be approximately written as below,

I i5pa2en iv iS 12

2ef I

m iv i
2 D . ~9!

This represents a unidirectional current which charged the

particle, rather than a spherically symmetric current, hence

the particle cross-sectional area rather than the surface area is

used. ‘‘v i’’ is the streaming velocity of ions.

This paper presents the solution in both the presheath

and the sheath region. The ion dynamics are described dif-

ferently on two different scales, presheath and sheath. In the

presheath limit, the ions are described by the Maxwellian

distribution and thus, the thermal dynamics dominate @Eq.

~8!#. Whereas in the other limit, i.e., the region near the

sheath, the ions have supersonic streaming speed and the

expression for the current is given by Eq. ~9!. Thus, there is

a need to formulate a single equation for the ion current

which is valid in both the limits. In order to do so, we com-

bined Eqs. ~8! and ~9! to write in the form written below,

I i5pa2en iS v i
2
1

8kBT i

pm i
D

1/2

S 12

ef I

S kBT i1

1

2
m iv i

2D D .

~10!

Therefore, for low directed ion velocity, the above Eq. ~10! is

in the thermal limit and resembles Eq. ~8!. Alternatively,

when the velocity is high, the ion current Eq. ~10! is in the

monoenergetic beam limit and resembles Eq. ~9!.
The potential difference between the dust particle and

the plasma, f I is calculated by equating the ion current to the

electron current which is analogous to the calculation of the

floating potential on a collecting spherical probe in the orbit-

motion-limited regime.

The charge on the dust grain, Q I , is estimated using

basic electrostatic theory for a charged, conducting sphere

with the zero reference at infinity, it is given by

Q I54pe0af I . ~11!

The expression for potential for floating condition, Ie

5I i , is then written as

c I52lnF
Ne

N i

P~12bc I!
G , ~12!

where

P5S T i

Te

me

m i
D

1/2

S 11

pM i
2Te

8T i
D

1/2

, b5F1/S T i

Te

1

M i
2

2
D G ,

~13!

Ne and N i are the density of electrons and ions normalized to

their equilibrium value respectively. M i5v i /cs , cs

5AkBTe /m i and c I5ef I /kBTe . Thus, the expression to

calculate charge on dust can be written as

Q I5lc I ,

where

l5

4pe0aTe

e2
. ~14!

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

In steady state, the one-dimensional fluid Eqs. ~1!–~6!
govern the dynamics of different species, electrons, ions, and

dust grains. In order to determine the solutions, these equa-

tions can be written in dimensionless form as follows:

dc

dj
52

1

Ne

dNe

dj
, ~15!
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N i5M i0M i
21, ~16!

M i

dM i

dj
5

dc

dj
2g i

T i

Te

1

N i

dN i

dj
2 n̂ inM i , ~17!

N I5M I0M I
21, ~18!

M I

dM I

dj
5Z I

m i

m I

dc

dj
2g I

T I

Te

m i

m I

1

N I

dN I

dj
1 ĝE2 n̂ InM I ,

~19!

S lDe

L
D

2 d2c

dj2
5@N i1e IN I2Ne# , ~20!

where the normalizations used are as follows:

c52

ef

kBTe

, j5

z

L
, M i5

v i

cs

, M i05

v i0

cs

,

M I5

v I

cs

, M I05

v I0

cs

, cs5AkBTe

m i

, ĝE5

gEL

cs
2

,

~21!

n̂ in5

n inL

cs

, n̂ In5

n InL

cs

, e I5Z I

n I0

ne0

,

N j5

n j

n j0

, j5e ,i ,I .

The space coordinate is normalized by a generalized

scale. The dimension L of the system is large compared to

the Debye length lDe . The study of plasma sheath is usually

based on a two scale analysis. And it is evident from litera-

ture, in the asymptotic limit lD /L→0, the hydrodynamic

description of a bounded plasma leads to singularities and

requires special numerical and analytical treatment for

smooth solutions. The formulation for the quasineutral

presheath and the space charge dominated sheath is dis-

cussed below.

A. Presheath region

The presheath region is described by the scale length L

5lmfp , where lmfp is the last mean free path of the ions.

Thus, on the presheath scale j5z/L5z/lmfp . It is assumed

that lmfp is large compared to the Debye length (lDe) ~col-

lisionless sheath! (lmfp@lDe) which implies lDe /lmfp!1.

Thus, from the Poisson’s Eq. ~20! it is evident that the space

charge effect is weaker and hence the dynamics is governed

by quasineutrality condition

Ne5N i1e IN I . ~22!

Using the continuity Eqs. ~16! and ~18!, the normalized

momentum Eqs. ~17! and ~19! can be written as below,

M i

dM i

dj
5

dc

dj
1

g iT i

Te

1

M i

dM i

dj
2 n̂ inM i , ~23!

M I

dM I

dj
5Z I

m i

m I

dc

dj
1

g IT I

Te

m i

m I

1

M I

dM I

dj
1 ĝE2 n̂ InM I .

~24!

Equations ~15! and ~22! yield an expression for dc/dj
in terms of the ion and dust densities,

dc

dj
52

1

Ne

dNe

dj
52

1

N i1e IN I
S dN i

dj
1e I

dN I

dj
D . ~25!

Thus, using the continuity Eqs. ~16!, ~18! in ~25!, Eqs.

~23! and ~24! can be reduced to a pair of coupled first-order

differential equations,

F S M I

M I1aM i

1

g iT i

Te
D2M i

2G dM i

dj

2

aM i
2

M I~M I1aM i!

dM d

dj
5 n̂ inM i

2, ~26!

2

Z Im i

m I

M I
2

~M I1aM i!

dM i

dj
1F S Z Im i

m I

aM i

M I1aM i

1

g IT Im i

Tem I
D2M I

2G dM I

dj
5 n̂ InM I

2
2 ĝEM I . ~27!

B. The sheath region

In the sheath region the space charge effect dominates

and thus the full Poisson’s Eq. ~20! is used to find solutions.

A ratio L/lDe appears in the right-hand side of Eq. ~20!. This

ratio L/lDe is used to account for the scale transition from a

longer scale to a smaller scale to achieve smooth transition

from presheath to sheath region. This gives the relative scal-

ing of the presheath and the sheath scale and when intro-

duced allows the Poisson’s equation to be applied every-

where in the plasma to solve the discontinuity at the sheath

edge.

The final set of equations to be solved on the sheath

scale can be written from Eqs. ~16!–~20! as

S M i
2
2

g iT i

Te
D dM i

dj
5M i

dc

dj
2 n̂ inM i

2, ~28!

S M I
2
2

g IT I

Te

m i

m I
D dM I

dj
5Z I

m i

m I

M I

dc

dj
1 ĝEM I2 n̂ InM I

2,

~29!

d2c

dj2
5S L

lDe
D

2

@N i1e IN I2Ne# . ~30!

The electron distribution can be written from Eq. ~15! as

below,

Ne5exp~2c !. ~31!

V. THE SOLUTION PROCEDURE

Usually, sheaths are investigated without considering

presheaths because of the significantly different space scales

of both regions as discussed above. Very often the boundary

conditions are formulated using the Bohm’s boundary condi-

tions at the sheath edge. Unfortunately, Bohm’s boundary

conditions are not self-consistent and leads to singularities at

the interface between the presheath and the sheath. However,

there is a possibility to solve the presheath and sheath self-

consistently without imposing specific boundary conditions
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but by solving the equations in the presheath limit to deter-

mine the boundary condition at the sheath edge and applying

these boundary conditions to solve the equations in the

sheath limit. A similar solution procedure is adopted in this

analysis and involves the following steps:

~1! In determining the solutions in the presheath region,

Eqs. ~26! and ~27! are cast in the form of a matrix equation,

S A11 A12

A21 A22
D S M i8

M I8
D 5S b1

b2
D , ~32!

where

A115S M I

M I1aM i

1

g iT i

Te
D2M i

2,

A1252

aM i
2

M I~M I1aM i!
,

A2152

Z Im i

m I

M I
2

M i~M I1aM i!
,

A225S Z Im i

m I

aM i

M I1aM i

1

g IT Im i

Tem I
D2M I

2,

b15 n̂ inM i
2,

b25 n̂ InM I
2
2 ĝEM I .

Then the equations to be implemented in the program

are given by

S M i8

M d8
D 5S A11 A12

A21 A22
D

21

S b1

b2
D . ~33!

~2! The above Eq. ~33! is solved numerically. The

plasma system assumed is such that the system length is

much longer than the mean free path of the dust grains. Thus,

the natural entry value for initial flow velocity of dust grains

is the terminal flow velocity (M I05 ĝE / n̂ In) reached under

the collective effect of external gravity and dust neutral drag.

The ions enter the presheath with a small initial flow veloc-

ity.

~3! The condition det A5@A11A222A12A21#50 is

equivalent to the Bohm singularity in this system and thus

defines the position at which the quasineutrality breaks down

and the sheath begins.

~4! In (M i – M I) space, this corresponds to a curve on

which det A50. The topology of det A is explored to find

solutions in different set of parameter regimes.

~5! In the sheath region the equations to be implemented

are written in the form

dM i

dj
52

M i

Fg iT i

Te

2M i
2G

dc

dj
1

n̂ inM i
2

Fg iT i

Te

2M i
2G

, ~34!

dM I

dj
52

Z Im i

m I

M I

Fg IT I

Te

m i

m I

2M I
2G

dc

dj
1

n̂ InM I
2

Fg IT I

Te

m i

m I

2M I
2G

2

ĝEM I

Fg IT I

Te

m i

m I

2M I
2G

, ~35!

d2c

dj2
5S L

lDe
D

2

FM i0

M i

1e I

M I0

M I

2exp~2c !G . ~36!

~6! In treatments of sheath region found in literature,

M51 is usually chosen as the boundary condition at the

sheath edge with finite electric field. But this results in dis-

continuities and singularities of the electric field at the

plasma sheath interface and thus fails to match the plasma

and sheath solutions smoothly. Therefore, an alternate treat-

ment is described in this work to solve the equations for the

space charge dominated sheath region. At some point well

within the presheath, the value of the electric field and flow

velocity are found self-consistently from the presheath equa-

tions and using these initial conditions Poisson’s equation is

then solved for some finite value of lDe /lmfp .

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The equations formulated for the presheath and sheath

region were implemented in a FORTRAN 77 program and

adaptive-Runge–Kutta method was used to solve them for a

low temperature argon plasma. Solving Eq. ~33! in the

presheath limit, three distinct cases of interacting and nonin-

teracting dust grains were identified. The size and number

density of dust grains determine the properties of the plasma

system. A study of the topology of det A @defined in Eq. ~32!#
identified three cases which are plotted in Figs. 2, 3, 4. These

plots present the ion and dust velocities in M i – M I space.

Each point corresponds to the solution at some j5z/L . The

dashed lines in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 represent the points in

FIG. 2. Root locus of solutions for case I, where dust grains do not couple

strongly to the plasma. The dashed lines indicate the ion-acoustic and dust

acoustic presheath singularities. The solid line indicates the evolution of the

solution in M i – M I space for a case where the ion velocity builds up steadily

till the ion acoustic zero is reached. This is the standard presheath.
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(M i – M I) space corresponding to det A50. The presheath

solution ~solid line! must approach these dashed lines if it is

to develop into a sheath near the wall.

Figure 2 shows the case for the dust grains of size 1–2

mm. The dust number density was very low as compared to

the ions, i.e., n I0'1028n i0 . The root locus ~the presheath

solution! reached the ion acoustic zero ~ion acoustic speed!
as shown in the plot ~Fig. 2!.

Keeping the number density as before, if the dust grains

of smaller size, i.e., a;0.1 mm were considered the root

locus ~the presheath solution! reached the dust acoustic zero

as seen in Fig. 3. Figure 3 presents the situation for a smaller

dust particle. The smaller size permits a higher terminal ve-

locity, and the det A50 curves are also shifted. As a conse-

quence, it is found that this system evolves to the point

where it intersects the dust-acoustic singularity, instead of

the ion-acoustic singularity.

In the third case, a distinct and unique solution was ob-

tained as seen in Fig. 4. This was the case when the dust

number density was appreciable, n I0'1026n i0 and the dust

grains of size a;0.5 mm were considered. The dust grain

size was in between the earlier two cases. The root locus

profile showed unique features. It neither approached the ion

acoustic zero nor the dust acousitc zero. It passed in between

the two and then flattened.

The three cases identified above were the solutions ob-

tained in the quasineutral regime. These three cases were

then extensively studied in the whole plasma region. The

equation for presheath region and the sheath region were

solved in continuity. The boundary values at the sheath edge,

plasma–sheath interface, were calculated self-consistently

from the presheath equations. The results for the three cases

are discussed below.

A. Case I

The first case considered 1–2 mm sized dust grains. The

number density of dust grains was very low. The velocity

profile of both ions and dust grains in the presheath region

are plotted in Fig. 5. The ions which started with an initial

velocity (v i050.2cs ms21) approached the acoustic speed

(cs) at the sheath edge. The dust grains entered the presheath

region with a terminal speed ( ĝE / n̂ In50.1) and remained

unafffected in the whole presheath region upto the sheath

edge. Due to the low number density of dust grains, the dusts

do not get coupled to the plasma as clearly indicated by the

unchanged velocity profile of dust grains ~Fig. 5!. Thus, this

represents a case of noninteracting dust grains.

The point at which det A50, defines a point where the

quasineutrality breaks down and the space charge dominated

sheath region begins. This point is referred to as ‘‘sheath

edge.’’ At this point the ions enter the sheath with a velocity

greater than the acoustic speed, i.e., M i0.1, fulfilling the

Bohm condition. The ions in this case fulfill the Bohm con-

dition as clearly seen in Fig. 5.

FIG. 3. Root locus of solutions for the second case where again the dust

grains do not couple strongly to the plasma. The dashed line indicate the

ion-acoustic and the dust-acoustic presheath singularities. The solid line

indicates the evolution of the solution in M i – M I space for a case where the

dust velocity drops till dust acoustic zero is reached. This also is the case of

the standard presheath but for the dust domain.

FIG. 4. Root locus of solutions for the third case where the dust grains are

coupled strongly to the plasma. The dashed lines indicate the ion-acoustic

and the dust-acoustic presheath singularities. The solid line indicates the

evolution of the solution in M i – M I space for a case where the ion velocity

builds up to its singular value and at the same time the dust velocity shows

interesting features of stagnation towards the sheath edge.

FIG. 5. Velocity profiles for the ions and dust grains in the presheath region

for case I. The solid line represents the ion velocity M i and the dashed line

the dust velocity M I . The curves are plotted on a log scale.
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The dynamics of the plasma species in the whole plasma

region were studied under the floating boundary wall condi-

tion. The floating sheath boundary condition at the wall, de-

mands that zero net current is drawn by the wall, i.e., Ie

1I i1I I50, where Ie , I i and I I are the electron, ion and dust

currents to the wall. This boundary condition determines the

position of wall. The curve marked ‘‘I’’ in Fig. 6 shows the

profile of the total current approaching zero for case I.

Figure 7 shows the velocity profile of ions and dust

grains in the whole plasma, the quasineutral presheath, and

the space charge dominated sheath regions. The equations for

both presheath and the sheath were solved in continuity. As

described in Sec. IV. the boundary values at the sheath edge

were calculated self-consistently from the presheath equa-

tions and then substituted into the Poisson Eq. ~36!. The

Poisson’s equation was then solved for a finite value of

lDe /lmfp . The standard ion acoustic sheath solution was

achieved in this case. The ion velocity increased monotoni-

cally to reach the wall and the dust grain velocity remained

unaffected ~Fig. 7!.

The monotonic potential profile and the electric field

variation are shown in Fig. 8. The profiles were similar to the

standard sheath solutions. A very small potential c existed in

the presheath region and showed a steep rise in the sheath

region. Similarly, the electric field (dc/dj) was almost zero

in the quasineutral presheath and increased steeply in the

sheath region.

The spatial variation of dust charge variation is shown in

Fig. 9. Dust charge increased in the presheath region and

decreased in the sheath region. The increase of dust charge in

the quasineutral limit and a subsequent decrease in space

charge dominated region could be explained as follows: The

electron and ion currents reaching the dust grain determines

the charge on the dust grains. The dust grain collects thermal

electron current in the whole plasma region whereas the ion

current is thermal in the low streaming velocity limit

~presheath region! and streaming in the high streaming ve-

locity limit ~sheath region!. In the presheath region, where

quasineutrality dictates the dynamics, the ions are streaming

with a low velocity. This results in the decrease of accretion

radius of ions on dust surface and hence an increase in the

FIG. 6. The net current profiles for the three cases which include the con-

tributions from ions, dust grains and the electrons which are reflected away

from the wall is plotted vs j. The curves are marked I, II, III for the three

distinct cases.

FIG. 7. Monotonic velocity profile of ions for case I. The solid curve de-

notes the M i curve and the dashed curve denotes the M I curve plotted vs j.

FIG. 8. Potential ~c! and electric field (dc/dj) profiles for case I. c profile

is monotonic. Electric field also show standard sheath features.

FIG. 9. Charge on dust grains Z I plotted vs j for case I. The charge shows

an increase in the presheath region and then a sharp decrease in the sheath

region.
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electron accretion radius. The increase in the electron accre-

tion radius results in the increase in the charge on the dust

surface. Thus, as shown in Fig. 9 the charge on dust in-

creased in the presheath region, the region dominated by

thermal ion currents. In the sheath region where the space

charge effect becomes dominant, the streaming speed of ions

affect the ion current. Thus, near the sheath, the accretion of

electrons decreases and ion accretion increases. The elec-

trons are repelled by the negative potential of the wall and

ion density increases as the ions stream towards the bound-

ary wall. This results in the decrease of charge on dust grains

as shown in Fig. 9.

B. Case II

Keeping the number density of dust grains same as in

case I, (n I05n i01028), the dust grains of smaller size, a

;0.1 mm, were introduced in the plasma and the solutions in

the dust domain were obtained. Since the number density

was very small in this case also, the dust grains remained

uncoupled and the solutions for noninteracting dust grains

were obtained. In this case the dust dynamics dominated and

the presheath solutions for dust regime were obtained. The

velocity profiles in the presheath region for the ions and dust

grains on logscales are shown in Fig. 10. The dust grain flow

velocity dropped to a singular value (;csI the acoustic speed

of dust grains! at the sheath edge whereas the ion flow speed

showed no appreciable change. The standard presheath solu-

tion was reached in this case also but for the dust domain.

The solutions for the whole plasma, the presheath and

the sheath, were obtained using the same procedure as in

case I. The velocity profiles in the whole plasma are shown

in Fig. 11. The dust grain flow velocity dropped further and

then showed a steep rise whereas the ion flow velocity shoots

up steeply. The density profile for the ions and dust grains is

shown in Fig. 12. A steep structure is formed for the dust

grains whereas the ion number density drops steeply in the

sheath region.

This case, though presented a distinct solution, was nu-

merically unstable. The zero net current condition which

need to be satisfied to reach the wall was not achieved in this

case ~curve marked II in Fig. 6!. The program terminated

well before the boundary wall ~sheath! was reached. The

direction of the total current was reversed. The potential and

electric field also showed sign reversal as shown in Fig. 13.

Physically the results could be interpreted as follows. Flux

conservation demands that the drop in the velocity of dust

grains should result in the increase in the density of dust

grains. This increase in the number density of dust grains

results in the formation of a dust cloud. This cloud acts as a

virtual nonlinear potential structure, a psuedosheath. The

ions get accelerated towards the dust cloud under the affect

of the potential structure. Thus, the formation of dust cloud

reduces the electron and ion currents reaching the wall as it

diverts the electrons and the ions away from wall. This re-

sults in the reorganization of the sheath potential ~sign rever-

sal of the potential, Fig. 13!. The reorganization of the sheath

potential in turn affects the dust cloud. The sign reversal of

potential act as a potential well for the negative dusts and

FIG. 10. Velocity profile of ions and dust grains in the presheath region for

case II ~plotted on a log scale!. The dust grains show a drop in flow velocity

~dashed curve! and ions show no appreciable change in flow velocity ~solid

curve!.

FIG. 11. Velocity profile of ions and dust grains for case II in the whole

plasma.

FIG. 12. Density profile of ions and dust grains in the whole plasma for case

II. The dust density shows the formation of a steep structure as the dust

slows down. Dust values are raised by an order 108 to plot it together with

ion plot.
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thus breaks up the dust cloud. The breaking up results in the

flow of dusts towards the wall along with the ions. The so-

lutions obtained needs further improvement in the light of

the unstable numerical behavior.

C. Case III

This case was solved for the parameters n I051026n i0

and a;0.5 mm. This case presented a distinct case as the

solutions for the other limit, i.e., the interacting dust grain

limit were obtained. The dust grains get coupled with the

electrons and ions and affect the dynamics of sheath forma-

tion. The velocity profile for ions and dust grains is shown in

Fig. 14. The presheath solution in Fig. 4 presented a unique

and distinct feature which could also be observed in the

curves in Fig. 14. Both ions and dust grains show unique

profiles. The uniqueness of this case lies in the fact that the

net current approached zero in the quasineutral region itself

~curve marked III in Fig. 6!. Thus, in this case, the floating

wall condition was reached in the presheath limit itself and

the Poisson term became redundant.

The curves in Fig. 14 shows the velocity profile of ions

and dust grains. The dusts entered the presheath with a ter-

minal velocity M I05 ĝE / n̂ In50.1 and ions with an initial

velocity M i050.2. Near the sheath edge the electrostatic po-

tential of sheath affect the dynamics of plasma particles. The

dust velocity dropped to a minimum and then stagnated to a

new terminal flow velocity. The ion velocity increased

monotonically towards the sheath. At the point where the

dust velocity dropped to a minimum, the ion velocity at-

tained the acoustic limit M i.1. A kink in the ion profile was

seen at this point and then a steady increase till the zero net

current condition was achieved.

The curves in Fig. 14 could be explained as follows.

Combined effect of gravity, neutral drag, and electrostatic

potential controls the dynamics of the dust grains. Gravity

accelerates the grains while the neutral drag and the electro-

static potential resist the flow of the grains. The balance of

gravity and neutral drag forces determines the terminal flow

ĝE / n̂ In with which the dust grains enter the presheath. The

grains fall through the presheath with this terminal flow ve-

locity until it experiences a resistive force due to the electro-

static potential. When the electrostatic potential becomes

dominant ~near the sheath edge! it resists the flow of dust

grains which results in the drop in the dust flow velocity to a

minimum. Thus, under the combined effect of gravity, neu-

tral drag, and electrostatic potential the dust grains flow with

a new terminal flow velocity towards the wall. This new

terminal flow velocity is equivalent to the acoustic speed of

dust grains defined by csI5Z IA(n I0 /n i0)(T i /m I). The flat-

tening of dust profile signifies the balancing of forces in this

region. From flux conservation, the drop in dust velocity

implies a rise in the dust number density. This could be seen

in the density profiles in Fig. 15. The increased number den-

sity density ~dashed curve! could be related to the experi-

mental observation of accumulation of dust grains, com-

monly known as trapping, near the boundary wall or

surfaces.3,5,17 Thus, the balancing of forces could be the

cause of accumulation or trapping of dust grains near the

boundary wall ~sheath!. The trapping of dust reorganizes the

conventional plasma sheath profile to a new equilibrium pro-

file, the levitational equilibrium, where the usual sheath dis-

appears and the trapped dust grains acts as a virtual negative

FIG. 13. Potential and electric field shows a sign reversal in case II.

FIG. 14. Velocity profile of ions and dust grains for case III. The ions profile

~solid curve! shows a kink at the point when the dust velocity ~dashed curve!
drops sharply. The dust flow flattens as it reaches the wall.

FIG. 15. Density profiles of electrons, ions, and dust grains for case III. The

dust density rises, the electrons density drops faster than the ion density.
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wall for the plasma. The ions, on the other hand, are accel-

erated monotonically towards the negative potential of the

wall. The ions experiences a shift in the potential due to the

trapping of dust grains. The reorganization of the sheath

structure appears as a kink in the velocity profile of ions,

which signifies that the ions are accelerated under the effect

of new potential structure formed due to dust trapping.

The density profile of electrons, ions and dust grains is

shown in Fig. 15. The dust grains stagnate near the wall

under the force balancing condition. The dust number den-

sity shows a steep rise in this region. In the standard sheath

solution the electrons are repelled by the negative wall and

thus the electron density thus falls faster than the ion density.

But in this case the ion density falls faster than the electron

density which could be attributed to the reorganization of the

sheath equilibrium to a new equilibrium. Due to high dust

density near the wall, a finite electron density is needed to

maintainthe charge on the dust grains.

The charge variation of dust is shown in Fig. 16. The

dust charge showed an initial increase and this can again be

explained by the previous arguments of the decrease in the

accretion radius of ions as compared to the electrons. The

dust charge showed a decrease at the point when the dust

flow stagnated. One of the possible reasons for the decrease

in the dust charge could be due to the reduction in the elec-

tron density in the sheath region. The charge on the dust

grain is calculated under the isolated dust grain approxima-

tion, a!lD!d , where d is the intergrain distance, a is the

size of grain, and lD is the Debye length. It is obvious that

as the dust number density N I increases, the intergrain dis-

tance may drop below the shielding distance and the grains

start to interact electrostatically. For such a case one has to

consider the nonisolated dust grains, instead of isolated dust

grains. For nonisolated dust grains, the charge on the dust

grains not only depend on the radius of grains, but also on

the dust particle number density N I . For a nonisolated case

an increase in the dust particle number density means that

the dust grains have a large appetite for the electrons, but the

number of available electrons per dust grain decreases. Thus,

when the dust number density increases as shown by the

dashed curve in Fig. 16, the charge on the grains reduces.

Thus, there exists a possibility of transition from the limit of

isolated dust grains to the nonisolated dust grains. This will

however need further investigation for better understanding,

which is not possible under the considered model and will be

taken as the future course of work.

The presence of dust reorganized the plasma sheath po-

tential and the electric field as plotted in Fig. 17. Both show

a nonmonotonic behavior. A spiky structure appears in the

electric field profile. Thus, the local reshuffling of the

presheath potential profile under the collective effect of grav-

ity, neutral drag, and electrostatic potential of sheath intro-

duces a new equilibrium profile of sheath. This new equilib-

rium achieved gives the signature of a levitational kind of

equilibrium profile that joins the presheath to the wall. The

solutions presented in case III are unique in itself, since the

Poisson’s equation became insignificant in this case. The

whole solutions were mapped on the quasineutral region it-

self.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A gravitationally sensitive colloidal plasma was ana-

lyzed numerically. The results presented in the above section

discussed in detail how the presence of massive dust grains

modified the flow structures of plasma species in the

presheath region as well as the sheath region. The boundary

conditions were also modified due to the presence of dust

grains. The smooth transition achieved from one region to

another and the complete solutions obtained in the whole

plasma region was a novel treatment in itself.

The analysis presents two situation of interest: ~i! the

dust particles do not affect significantly the properties of the

plasma they are embedded in ~this usually corresponds to

low number density of the dust component, i.e., to a lower

number of dust particles!, and ~ii! the dust component is

relatively dense, thus changing significantly the field and

density distributions of the surrounding plasma. Under the

above mentioned situations three distinct solutions were

identified for three different sets of size and number density

of dust grains. For a low number density case, i.e., n I0

51028n i0 and 1–2 mm size grains, the standard sheath so-

FIG. 16. Charge on dust plotted vs j for case III. FIG. 17. Nonmonotonic potential profile for case III. Electric field profile

shows the formation of a nonlinear structure.
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lutions were obtained. At low densities, we have fewer than

one dust grain per Debye sphere. Thus collective modes me-

diated by dust such as the dust-acoustic mode are not sus-

tainable. Such systems are very collisional, and quickly

achieve their thermodynamic steady states. In dc analysis

therefore, it is still reasonable to model the dust grains as a

fluid as done in this paper. Keeping the dust number density

same, if the dust grains of smaller size, ;0.1 mm, were in-

troduced in the plasma the solutions in the dust domain were

obtained. This case needs further attention in order to solve

the discrepancy to arrive at the zero net current condition and

treat the numerical unstable behavior. Both these solutions

were for the cases when the dust grains do not couple with

the plasma. The third case is the distinct case. This is for

parameters n I051026n i0 and size 0.5 mm. The dusts get

coupled to the plasma and present unique solutions. The

Poisson term became insignificant in this case as the net

current goes to zero in the presheath limit itself. The signa-

ture of levitational equilibrium was seen which results in the

trapping of dust grains near the wall as observed experimen-

tally by many investigators.6,17

The coupling between the gravitational force and neutral

drag force defines the initial flow condition for dust grains.

The collective dynamics of gravitational force, electrostatic

force of sheath, and neutral drag force results in a flattening

of dust profiles for the third case. This flattening of dust flow

could be attributed to the levitation of dust grains achieved

due to force balancing. This could be related to the ‘‘particle

trap’’3 as observed and discussed in experiments. The flat-

tening in the dust flow profile is reached due to balancing of

various forces and it can be the signature of the quasilevita-

tional kind of equilibrium24 at the interface between the

presheath and the Debye sheath. The dust grains flow with a

new terminal speed of the order of acoustic speed of dust

(csI) in this equilibrium zone. The term ‘‘quasi’’ could be

attributed to the finite dust speed of the order of dust acoustic

speed with which the dusts reach the wall. The situation

when the dust grains couple strongly with the plasma corre-

sponds to interesting self-organized dust plasma structures

such as crystals, clouds, voids, etc., which are observed in

the vicinity of the sheath. The results discussed above could

be useful in explaining some facts related to the formation of

these structures near the sheath.
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